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BEARING CAPACITY DETERMINATION
BY LmIT ANALYSIS
by
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ABSTRACT: The upper bound technique of limit analysis is used to develop
approximate solutions for the bearing capacity of cohesive soils with
weight. Solutions are presented for smooth and rough and surface and
subsurface footings. Soil is treated as a perfectly plastic medium
with the associated flow rule after Drucker. The limit analysis so-
lutions for smooth, surface footings are shown to compare favorably
with slip-line solutions. Meyerhof's solutions and the limit analysis
solutions for rough, subsurface footings are shown to agree remarkably
well.
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L INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an approximate solution technique and
solutions for the two-dimensional bearing capacity problem. Since
approximate solutions for bearing capacity abound, one might question
the need for a new set of approximate answers. Neither the failure
mechanisms nor the solutions presented here are radically different
from what has been presented in the past. However, the method is
rational and completely self-consistent, being based on a few we11-
defined assumptions. It admits a closed form expression for the
bearing capacity in terms of the governing parameters of the problem
and the geometry of the failure mechanism. It also provides engineers
with a clear physical picture of the mode of failure and can be easily
utilized by the engineer as a working tool to obtain particular solu-
tions he needs for his problem. The method can be readily applied to
both smooth and rough footings and to surface and subsurface footings.
In addition there is no need to use "superposition" as is commonly
employed in the so-called limit equilibrium method.
The problem considered here is that of a rigid punch bearing
on an infinite half-space of isotropic homogeneous soiL The soil will
be assumed to be in a state of plane strain and the base of the punch
may be either smooth or rough.
Soil is modeled here as elastic-perfectly plastic material
obeying the Coulomb yield condition. All displacements are assumed
to be small. If the material is assumed to deform according to the
flow rule associated with the Coulomb yield condition [5J, then the
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powerful bounding theorems of limit analysis can be utilized [5J.
However, the physical validity of this flow rule is questionable [lJ.
An upper bound obtained with this assumption is an upper bound for a
frictional material, but lower bounds have a less definite meaning [4J.
It should further be noted that if finite but non-zero friction is
assigned to the footing base or walls, limit analysis techniques do
not produce rigorous upper or lower bounds [4J. Since stress fields
are not considered here, solutions obtained from the velocity fields or
failure mechanisms can at best give only upper bounds to the true·
bearing capacity. However, it is shown in what follows that the
upper bound technique of limit analysis will yield good answers to the
bearing capacity problem when compared with existing exact solutions.
Studies of the bearing capacity of foundations under condi-
tions of plane strain have been made by Terzaghi [20J, by Meyerhof [12J,
by Sokolovskii [18J, by Hansen [9J, by Shield [16J, by COX [2J, and
many others. Some of the information to be presented here is contained,
therefore, in this previous work but the relevant parts of each have
not yet been compared in principal. Although all the analyses utilize
the concept of perfect plasticity, the relation between these solutions,
corresponding to different analytical methods, involves terminology and
special concepts that are not in common use in the field of soil mech-
anics. A brief description of the salient features of these methods
will therefore be given.
These methods, discussed in the following section, are limit
analysis, slip-line method, and limit equilibrium.
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2. LIMIT ANALYSIS, SLIP-LINE AND
LIMIT EQUILIBRIUM METHODS
For an elastic-perfectly plastic material with the associated
flow rule, Drucker, Prager, and Greenberg [6J have developed upper and
lower bound limit theorems which allow one to bound the true ultimate
load (or plastic limit load). The computation of such bounds is generally
referred to as limit analysis.
The lower bound theorem of limit analysis states that if a
distribution of stress, over the domain in question, can be found
which satifies the equations of equilibrium, the stress boundary con-
ditions and the yield condition, the load associated with this stress
distribution is less than or at best equal to the true ultimate load
or limit load.
The upper bound theorem of limit analysis states that if the
power of the external load is greater than or equal to the rate of
internal energy dissipation associated with a kinematically admissible
velocity field, then the load must be greater than or at best equal
to the true ultimate or limit load. If the upper and lower bounds
coincide, the limit load is the true collapse load.
The upper bound technique of limit analysis is employed
here to generate approximate solutions to the bearing capacity pro-
blem. The lower bound technique of limit analysis is not considered
but the computer method presented by Lysmer[llJ can'be applied and may
give good lower bound solutions.
••
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The term slip-line method refers to the integration of the
characteristic stress equations of the plastic equilibrium field. The
numerical solution of these characteristic equations is described in
detail by Soko10vskii [18J. Josse1in De Jong has described a graphical
method of solution [3J. The slip-line method yields a plastic equili-
brium stress field around the foundation, however, there is nO'guaran-
tee that this stress field can be extended satisfactorily throughout
the body, nor is it necessarily possible to associate velocity fields
with these stress fields. A slip-line solution for the bearing capa-
city of a foundation is therefore not necessarily the true solution
nor is it known when it is an upper bound or a lower bound solution.
If one employs the associated flow rule and can integrate the resul-
ting stress-strain rate equations to yield a kinematically admissible
velocity field, the slip-line solution is an upper bound solution. If,
in addition, the slip-line stress field can be extended over the entire
soil domain (usually an infinite half-space) such that the equilibrium
equations, the stress boundary conditions and the yield condition are
satisfied, the slip-line solution is also a lower bound and is hence
the true solution.
Slip-line solutions that have ~ot been shown to be lower
bounds are usually referred to as incomplete solutions. Those which
have been shown to be lower bounds are referred to as complete solu-
tions. The Prandt1 [14J solution for the bearing capacity of a surface
footing resting on a cohesive weightless soil, for example, has been
shown by Shield [17J to be complete. The few slip-line solutions for
soils with weight are as yet incomplete, although it is commonly assumed,
••
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at least for smooth footings, that it will be possible to show them
to be complete (for instance see Ref. 2, page 380).
Although the slip-line method can generally be expected to
give a good estimate of the correct solution, closed form solutions
can only be obtained for weightless soils. The characteristic equations
must be integrated numerically or graphically if soil weight is included
in the analysis. To date this has only been done for the simple geome-
tries.
The so-called limit equilibrium or plastic equilibrium method
has traditionally been used to obtain approximate solutions for the
bearing capacity of soils. Examples of this approach are the solutions
of Terzaghi[20J and Meyerhof [12J. The method can probably best be
described as an approximate approach to the construction of a slip-line
field and generally entails an assumed failure surface. It is necessary
to make sufficient assumptions about the stress distribution within the
soil domain bounded by the failure surface such that an equation of
equilibrium, in terms of resultant forces, may be written for 'the bear-
ing capacity determination.
None of the equations of continuum mechanics are explicitly
satisfied everywhere inside or outside of the failure surface. Since
the stress distribution is not defined precisely everywhere inside
of the assumed failure surface, one can not say definitely that a
.
stress distribution compatible with the assumed failure surface and
satisfying equilibrium, stress boundary conditions and the yield func-
tion e~ists. Although the limit equilibrium technique utilizes the
..
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basic philosophy of the upper bound theorem of limit analysis, that is,
a failure surface is assumed and a least answer is sought, it is not
an upper bound. The method basically gives no consideration to soil
kinematics, and equilibrium conditions are satisfied only in a limited
sense.
It is clear then that a solution obtained using the limit
equilibrium method is not necessarily an upper or a lower bound. How-
ever, any upper bound limit analysis solution will obviously be a
limit equilibrium solution.
3. GOVERNING PARAMETERS
COX [2J has shown that for a smooth surface footing bearing
on a soil subjected to no surcharge, the fundamental dimensionless
parameters associated with the stress characteristic equations are ~
and G = yB/2c, where ~ is the internal friction angle, c is the cohesive
strength, y is the unit weight of soil and B is the width of the footing.
If G is small the soil behaves essentially as a cohesive weightless
medium. If G is large soil weight rather than cohesion is the principal
source of bearing strength. For most practical cases one can expect
that G will range from .1 to 1.0. These limits assume that c ranges
from 500 psf to 1000 psf, and that the footing width ranges from 3 to
10 feet.
4. UPPER BOUND SOLUTIONS OF THE
BEARING CAPACITY PROBLEM
Two distinct velocity fields, referred to here as the Prandt1
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and Hill mechanisms, were utilized in the- analysis. In this paper the
terms "mechanism" and "velocity field" will be used interchangeably.
The Prandtl mechanism, consisting of three zones, is shown
diagramatically in Fig. 1. The wedge, ABC, is translating vertically
as a rigid body with the same initial downward velocity VI as the foot-
ing. The downward movement of the footing and wedge is accommodated
by the lateral movement of the adjacent soil as indicated by the radial
shear zone BCD and zone BDEF. The angles S and ~ are as yet unspecified.
Since the movement is symmetrical about the footing, it is only nec-
essary to consider the movement on the right-hand side of Fig. 1. The
radial shear zone BCD may be considered to be composed of a sequence of
rigid triangles as shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 1 [lJ. All the
small triangles and the zone BDEF move as rigid bodies in directions
which make an angle ~ with the discontinuity lines CD and DE respectively.
The velocity of each small triangle is determined by the condition that
the relative velocity between the triangles in contact must have the
direction which makes an angle ~ to the contact surface. It is found
that the velocity for each triangle is V = V
o
exp(eta~) [lJ. The
velocity V3 in the zone BDEF is perpendicular to the radial line BD.
Hence, the velocity field is continuous across line BD. Line DE is
constrained to be tangent to the log spiral curve at point D.
Energy is dissipated at the discontinuity surfaces between
the material at rest and the material in motion and at the discontinuity
surfaces between adjacent rigid bodies. It is a simple matter to cal-
culate the lengths of the lines of discontinuity. The rate of energy
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dissipation is then found by multiplying the length of each discontinuity
line by c times the velocity difference across the line multiplied by
cos~, and summing over all such lines. For the radial shear zone BCD~
it is found that as the number of rigid triangles approaches infinity,
the total rate of energy dissipated within the shear zone is
D
1 exp(2etanl» - 1
2 c Vo r o ~tanl" (1)
The rate at which work is done by the soil weight is found by
multiplying the area of each rigid body by y times the vertical component
of the velocity of the rigid body and summing over all the areas in mo-
tion. For the radial shear zone BCD, it is found that the total rate of
external work done by the soil weight is
w
yr2 V
o a 0 {exp (3etanl» [3tanl>cos(g+e)+sin(g+9)]
2(9tan 1>+1)
[3tanl>cosg+sing]}
(2)
Equating the total rate at which work is done by the force on
the foundation and the soil weight in motion to the total rate of energy
dissipation along the lines of velocity discontinuity, it is found,
after some simplification, that an upper bound on the average bearing
capacity of the soil is
q Ic tang + COS(g:l>~ {exp[2(TT+e-11-g)tanl>] -I}
o cosgs1n .
+ cos (g-I»s innexp[2 <u+e-n-g) tanl>J
cos (I>+n)cosg
r-tang .5cos(~-I» {
+ G I 2 + 2 a exp (3[TT+e-11-g]tanl»[3tanl>cos (e-l1)
.. cosgcosl>(9tan 1>+1)
(3 )
..
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+ . ( )J + 3 ~ +.} + cos(g-~)sinncos(6-n)exp[2(u+6-]-g)tan~J(D/B)S1n S-~ tan~cosS s1nS ~ .
. cosScos~s1ns
. 2
+ 2cos(5-~)cos(6-n)exp[(TI+6-]-5)tan~J(D/B) ]
cos~tans
where S is related to D/B, ~ and S by the transcendental equation,
2(D/B)cosgcos(~+n)
exp[(u-~-S)tan~Jcos~ (4 )
The best upper bound from Eq. 3 is found by minimizing function
qo/c with respect to variables S and ~ for the given values ~, G and D/B.
The numerical solution of equations (3) and (4) can be obtained by the
simultaneous application of the method of steepest descent for the op-
timum value of equation (3) and a Newton-Raphson iteration on equation
(4) for angle~. The complete presentation of results and comparisons
with various existing solutions will be discussed in later sections.
For the special case of a surface footing for which both
D/B and ~ are equal to zero, Eq. 3 reduces to
q Ic = + COs(s-~)lexP[2(u-J-g)tan~J-I}+ cos(g-~)sin]exp[2<rr-n-g)tan~J
o tans cosSsin· . cosscos (l6+'n)
+ G [-t;ng + 2 .5cos(g-~)2 {eXP[3(u-~-s)tan~J[3tan~cosltsin~J
cos Scos~(9tan ~+l)
+ 3tan~cosS + sins} + .5coS(5-~)si~]cOSnexP[3<rr-]-5)tan~J ]
cos Scos(~+n)
(5 )
For a surface footing, the optimum value of ~ is found to be,
as expected,
(6)
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Although the optimum value of ~ depends on G, the minimum values of
the bearing capacities may be approximated to within 5 percent by using
the following approximated equations,
o~ = 45 + ~/2
S ~ + 150
if G ~ .1
if G > .1
(7)
(8)
Since the kinematically admissible velocity field used in the
Prandtl mechanism is such that no slip occurs between the foundation
and the soil, the upper bound obtained is applicable to either a rough
or a smooth footing. A better upper bound for the case of small base
friction and large values of G is obtained using the Hill mechanism
shown in Fig. 2. Excepting the area directly below the base, the Hill
mechanism closely resembles the Prandtl mechanism. Considering now the
right half of the symmetric velocity field, wedge ABC is translating as
a rigid body with a downward velocity VI inclined at an angle ~ to the
discontinuity line AC. Since the soil must remain in contact with the
footing, the footing must move with the downward velocity Vlsin(~-~).
rhe rest of the mechanism is similar in form to the prandtl mechanism.
Energy is dissipated along the lines AC, BC, and DE, and curve CD.
Energy is also dissipated within the radial shear zone.
Since the Hill mechanism admits sliding between the footing
base and the adjacent soil, dissipation of energy due to friction on
this surface should be taken into account in the computation of the
bearing capacity of the footing. The rate of dissipation of energy
due to friction may be computed by multiplying the discontinuity in
velocity Vlcos(~-~)across the base surface by tan5 (5 is the friction
'.
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angle between the base and the adjacent soil) times the normal force
quB acting on this surface. The total rate of dissipation of energy
is then obtained by adding this additional dissipation to all previous
dissipations. Since the soil is moving away from the footing wall BF,
no frictional energy is dissipated along the wall. Equating the exter-
nal rate of work done by the force acting on the footing and the weight
of soil in motion to the total internal rate of energy dissipation,
it is found that the value of the upper bound on the average bearing
pressure is
(9)
..
where
g(s,~,C) = sinScos~ + abs[cos(S+'-~)Jsin,
'I sin(c+s)sin(C-~) sin(C-~)sin(C+S)
~sinc[eXP[2(rr+6-]-S)tan~J-l}+ asin]sin,exp[2(TI+6-n-s)tan~J+ ~-.5sinCsinS
+ sin(C+s)sin sin(C-~) cos (~+n)sin(C+Osin(c-~) 't sin(C+S)
:a
.5q sin G {
+ 2 2 exp[3(TI+~-T1-g)tan~J[3tan~cos(~-T1)
sin (C+s)cos~sin(C-~)(9tan ~+l) . .
'(10)
where (11)
if
otherwise a = sin(g+c)
and the co~responding governing equation for ~ is
(12)
(13 )
2(D/B)sin(c+g)cos(~+n)
sinccos~exp[(TI-T1-S)tan~J (14)
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The amplification factor 1/[1-tan6cot('-~)J appearing in the
right-hand side of Eq. 9 is contributed by the sliding friction. Mini-
mization of the function q Ic will be discussed later.
o
For the special case of a surface footing, the function
sinscos~ + sincabs[cos(g-'-~)Jg(S'~") = sin(c+s)sin(C-~) sin(C+s)sin(C-~)
+ aSinCLexP[2(TI-]-g)tan~J -l~+ asinCsin]exp[2(TI-u-g)tan~] + ef-.5sin,sing
sin(C+s)sin sin(C-~) cos(~+n)sin(,+s)sin(c-~) _ sin(c+s)
a
+:3 .5a sin ( a {eXP[3(TI-~-s)tan~J[3tan~cos~-Sin~J
sin (C+s)cos~sin(,-~)(9tan~+l)
a
+ 3tan~cosS + Sins} + .5asin C:inucos]exP[3(TI-]-g)tan~J]
sin (C+s)sin(,-~)cos(~~)
(15 )
As was the case for the Prandtl mechanism, the optimum value
of ~ for a surface footing is again found to be
o~ = 45 - r/J/2 (16)
and the optimum values for the parameters Sand C are found to satisfy
the condition
(17)
This implies that line AC is tangent to the log spiral curve at point
C (referring to Fig. 2). For a smooth footing, bearing capacities can
generally be approximated to within 10 percent of the minimum if
s = 45 0 + ~/2
5. NUMERICAL SOLUTION
In order to find the values of the mechanism parameters
(18)
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that minimize the bearing capacity of footings, a modified form of the
method of steepest descent was used. The optimum mechanism parameter
set is found through a sequence of incremental steps, starting with an
assumed set of values. The length of the incremental parameter vector
is arbitrarily assigned and its direction is defined by the negative
of the function gradient. After each change in the mechanism parameter
vector, the load associated with this new set is compared with the old
load associated with the prevtous parameter set. If the new load is
less than the old load a new parameter set is computed, if not, the
process is terminated or a new smaller incremental vector length is
assigned.
The minimization procedure has beer. programmed for a CDC
6400 computer. Incremental vector lengths of five degrees and subse-
quently one degree were used in the program. Optimum values so obtained
have been compared to those obtained by tabulating the function and
finding the minimum by hand. Excellent agreement was observed in every
case checked. Optimum values were in most cases obtained within fifteen
cycles. For each new set of given conditions (~, G, D/B, 6), the mini-
mization procedure took about one-tenth of a second of computer time.
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Charts relating bearing capacity to the various governing
parameters are presented in Figs. 3 to 9.· Results for surface footings
will be first discussed followed by a discussion of the results for
shallow and deep footings.
..
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Bearing capacities of surface footings are shown in Figs. 3
and 4. In Fig. 3 the relationship between the nondimensionalized
bearing capacity, q Ie, and the parameter G is shown for both perfectly
o
smooth and perfectly rough footings. Soil internal friction angles
ranging from five to forty-five degrees are considered. The charts
clearly show that base friction has little effect upon bearing capacity
for small values of G. This is to be expected since Prandtl's solution
for weightless soil is independent of base friction. However, for
relatively large values of G, base friction has a significant effect
on bearing capacity. For instance, letting G = 10 and ~ = 300 , the
bearing capacity of a rough footing is approximately twice that of a
smooth footing. In general the Prandtl mechanism gives the lesser
upper bound for rough footings while the Hill mechanism gives the
smaller bound for smooth footings. However, if G is large and ~ ~ 50,
the Hill mechanism gives a lower value than the prandtl mechanism,
for rough as well as smooth footings.
The effect of base friction on the bearing capacity of footings
is shown in Fig. 4. The curves are characterized by a rising portion
followed by a flat plateau. At the intersection of the rising portion
and the plateau the base friction is just sufficient to restrain any
sliding motion between the base and the adjacent soil. Any increase
then in the base friction angle will yield no increase in the bearing
capacity. The results presented here indicate that a rather modest
value of base friction (less than fifteen degrees for all ~) is suffi-
cient to create an essentially perfectly rough condition. For ~
greater than or equal to 10 degrees, the rising portion of the curve
..
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is associated with the Hill mechanism while the flat plateau is asso-
ciated with the prandtl mechanism. For ~ < 50, the entire curve is
obtained from the Hill mechanism.
The results for shallow and deep rough footings are presented
in Figs. 5 to 8. In Figs. 5 and 6 bearing capacity is plotted against
depth to breadth ratios (D/B) ranging from 0 to 1 and 0 to 10 respect-
ively, while G = 0 and 10 and ~ ranges from 50 to 45 0 .
The charts show that the increase in bearing capacity with
increasing depth is much more significant for G equal to 10 than
for G equal to O. In addition it can be seen that the smaller the
angle ~, the greater the effect of increasing depth upon bearing
. 1 f -I. 200 • • h d hcapac~ty. For examp e, or v = ,an ~ncrease ~n t e ept to
breadth ratio from 0 to 0.2 increases the bearing capacity by 40 per-
cent. For ~ = 400 • however, the bearing capacity increases by only 20
percent .
In Fig. 7 bearing capacity of shallow rough footings is
plotted against values of G ranging from 0.1 to 10, for 5 values of D/B
o 0
and for ~ ranging from 10 to 30. In Fig. 8 similar charts are presented
for deep footings for depth to breadth ratios up to 5.
It was pointed out earlier that base friction can have a
significant effect upon the bearing capacity of surface footings. How-
ever, the analysis presented here indicates that the significance of
base friction is greatly reduced for deep footings. Fig. 9 shows the
relationship between bearing capacity and depth for both a perfectly
-16
smooth and a perfectly rough base. In Fig. 9,G is equal to 1. The
figure shows clearly that as the depth increases the difference in
bearing capacities of a rough and smooth footing diminishes. In fact
it can be seen that at some depth the bearing capacities of a smooth
and rough footing become identical.
The bearing capacity of rough footings is governed by the
Prandtl mechanism. For smooth footings the Hill mechanism governs
until the two curves intersect. For greater depths the Prandtl mechanism
gives a smaller upper bound than does the Hill mechanism.
7. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH
EXISTING SOLUTIONS
Since the upper bound technique of limit analysis gives only
an approximate solution to the bearing capacity problem, some measure
of the accuracy of the solutions must be determined. Hence, the present
solutions will first be compared to slip-line solutions, followed by
a comparison with limit equilibrium solutions.
COX [2J has published slip-line solutions for the bearing
capacity of a smooth surface footing. In that work, values of G
ranging from 0 to 10 and ~ ranging from 00 to 400 are considered. In
addition Spencer [19J has published approximate solutions for the same
problem using a perturbation technique, where the first term of the
perturbation expansion corresponds to the solution for a weightless
soil.
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Cox's solutions, Spencer's solutions, and the limit analysis
solutions developed here are tabulated in Table 1. It is noted that
limit analysis gives the exact solution when G is equal to zero. From
examination of the tabular results it can be seen that the error asso-
ciated with the limit analysis solutions increases as G and ~ increase.
A brief discussion of limit analysis solutions for G = 00 (cohesionless
soil) is presented in Appendix 2. The error discussed here is referred
to the slip-line solutions of Cox.
For G equal to 10 and ~ equal to 40 0 , the upper bound limit
analysis method overestimates the slip-line solution by 40 percent.
aFor G less than 5 and ~ less than 40 , the error can be expected to be
less than 25 percent. As was mentioned earlier, however, the values
of G can normally be expected to range from 0.1 to 1, and within this
range the maximum error in the limit analysis solutions is less than 9
percent.
It is of interest to compare the results of Spencer with
the limit analysis solutions. The two methods give nearly identical
results with the limit analysis solutions lying slightly closer to the
slip-line solutions. One might interpret Spencer's technique as an
upper bound approach in which the kinematically admissable velocity
field is that of a weightless soil [2J. The velocity field used here
resembles closely that of a weightless soil, however, the size of var-
ious zones (rigid body zones and a radial shear zone) are varied in
order to minimize the load, thus accounting for the slight improvement
over Spencer's solution. The authors found that they could duplicate
-18
Spencer's results by using the velocity field for a weightless soil.
To date there have been so slip-line solutions published
for a rough surface footing or a rough or smooth subsurface footing
bearing on a cohesive soil wfth weight. However, the success of the
limit analysis approach in predicting the bearing capacity of smooth
surface footings leads the authors to believe that it ",ill be equally
successful in predicting the bearing capacity of subsurface footings
as well as rough surface footings.
Some limit analysis and limit equilibrium solutions for surface
and subsurface footings are tabulated in Table 2. The limit analysis
solutions are for a perfectly rough footing base.
The solutions described by Terzaghi [21J neglect the strength
of soil above the footing base. Meyerhof's solutions for surface foot-
ings are obtained from Ref. 13 while those for a subsurface footing are
obtained from Ref. 12. The conversion from niB to Meyerhof's angle "~"
(same as the angle ~ used here in the Prandtl and Hill geometries) was
determined from a chart on page 422 in Ref. 15. Although Meyerhof's
a
method is equally applicable for a friction angle of 10 as for other
friction angles, the chart m~ntioned above does not include friction
1 1 h 200.ang es ess t an It is for this reason that Meyerhof's solutions
for a friction angle of 100 are not included in the table. The solu-
tions ascribed to Hansen were obtained from Ref. 9 and incorporate the
so-called depth factors.
Considering first the two surface footing cases, it can be
seen that the limit analysis solutions exceed all the limit equilibrium
..
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solutions. For the values of ~ and G under consideration, the limit
analysis'solutions probably lie quite close to the true solutions.
The difference between the limit analysis and limit equilibrium so-
lutions can probably be attributed to the use of superposition in all
three limit equilibrium solutions.
The solutions of Meyerhof and the limit analysis solutions
agree remarkably well for subsurface footings. The two methods use
somewhat similar failure mechanisms and both include the strength of
soil above the footing base. It can also be seen that the solutions
of Hansen agree fairly well with the limit analysis results, with the
differences tending to increase with increasing depth. The Terzaghi
solutions presented here differ considerably from the other solutions.
This is not surprising since the Terzaghi results do not include soil
strength above the footing base.
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the upper bound technique of limit
analysis can predict bearing capacities of cohesive ponderable soils
with internal friction to within a reasonable degree of accuracy, for
~ ranging from 00 to 400 and G ranging from 0 to 5. At the least, it
can be said that the results compare favorably with existing limit
equilibrium solutions.
The most forceful argument.for the adoption of the proposed
method is the fact that its rational basis allows it to be conveniently
extended to more complex bearing capacity problems. For example, the
•-20
limit analysis method could be adopted to the solution of layered
soils. The method could be more generally useful to solve the three-
dimensional bearing capacity problem where exact solutions of the
equations of plasticity are all but impossible except for the most
elementary of problems.
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APPENDIX 2
Bearing Capacity of Cohesionless Soils
The mechanism shown in Fig. lOa will be referred to here as
"prandtl 2". It differs from the conventional Prandtl mechanism only
insofar as an additional rigid body zone has been introduced (zone
BHC). Another mechanism, called "Prandt 1 3", is shown in Fig. lOb.
It resembles closely the conventional Prandtl mechanism, however, the
shear zone, BCD, is now bounded by a circular arc. The velocity of
any radial line of the shear zone is uniform. The velocity vector is
no longer perpendicular to the radial line but rather makes an angle
of ~ with a normal to the radial line.
Slip-line solutions for perfectly rough and perfectly smooth
surface footings bearing on cohesion less soils (G = co) have been pre-
sented by Lundgren and Mortensen [lOJ, Hansen and Christensen [8J and
Graham and Stuart [7J among others. The results of Hansen and Chris-
tensen, as well as the limit analysis solutions obtained from the var-
ious mechanisms, are presented in Table 3. The results for "Prandtl 1"
were obtained from the mechanism shown in Fig. 1.
As can be seen in Table 3, the limit analysis solutions exceed
the slip-line solutions by 50 to 100 percent. It can also be observed
that the limit analysis solutions can be improved somewhat by adding
additional rigid bodies and using a modified shear zone.
It should be noted, however, that the slip-line solutions
discussed here are not complete and hence are not necessarily true
-23
solutions. The slip-line solutions may not, in fact, be upper bounds
since they have never been integrated to yield a kinematicallyadmis-
sible velocity field. Nevertheless, these slip-line solutions probably
represent the best solutions generated to date.
APPENDIX 3
Notation
The following symbols are used in this paper:
B,D
c
D
G
width and depth of footing
cohesive strength
rate of internal energy dissipation
yB/2c
bearing capacity factor
average bearing pressure at failure
= initial radius of radial shear zone
= velocity at arbitrary point in the radial shear zone
= initial velocity of radial shear zone
velocity of wedge below footing
velocity of zone BDEF
rate of external work done by weight af radial shear zone
= defined by Eqs. 11,12 and 13
angular parameters of mechanisms
weight density of soil
friction angle between footing base and adjacent soil
•e angular coordinate of radial shear zone
angle subtended by radial shear zone
internal friction angle of soil
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•TABLE 1 BEARING CAPAC ITIES (q / c) OF A SMOOTH SURFACE FOOTING
o
G = O. G = .1 G = 1.0 G = 10.0
r/>
Limit Limit Limit Limit
Cox Spencer Analysis Cox Spencer Analysis Cox Spencer Analysis Cox Spencer Analysis
00 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14
100 8.34 8.35 8.35 8.42 8.42 8.42 9.02 9.07 9.05 13.6 -- 14.4
200 14.8 14.8 14.8 15.2 15.2 15.2 17.9 18.3 18.1 37.8 -- 43.4
300 30.1 30.1 30.1 31.6 31.7 31.7 42.9 45.3 44.3 127. -- 159.
400 75.3 75.3 75.3 83.0 83.5 83.4 139. 157. 151. 574. -- 786.
I
N
V1
TABLE 2 LIMIT ANALYSIS AND -LIMIT EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS
FOR ROUGH FOOTINGS
Geometry and Material Constants Bearing Capacity
pounds per square foot
iJ c, B, D, y, G D/B Limit J. Brinch Terzaghi Meyerhof
pounds feet feet pounds Anal. Hansen
per per
square cubic
foot foot
100 1000 3 0 100 .15 0 8,560 8,370 8,000 8,000
300 500 10 0 100 1.0 0 29,100 24,100 23,000 23,000
100 1000 3 1.5 100 .15 .5 10,400 10,200 8,380 --
300 500 10 5 100 1.0 .5 41,800 37,400 32,000 41,000
100 1000 3 3 100 .15 1.0 12,100 11,100 8,750 --
300 500 10 10 100 1.0 1.0 56,200 51,100 41,000 54,500
300 500 10 20 100 1.0 2.0 88,800 81,700 59,000 82,300
300 500 10 50 100 1.0 5.0 210,000 183,000 113,000 207,000
I
N
(j'I
TABLE 3 BEARING CAPACITY FACTORS FOR SURFACE FOOTINGS
Rough Footing, Ny = 2q /yB Smooth Footing, Ny
0
Slip- Limit Analysis Slip- Limit
line, line, Analysis,
I/J
Hansen & prandt1 Prandt1 Prandt1 Hansen & Hill
Christensen 1 2 3 Christensen Mechanism
15 0 1.2 2.5 2.3 2.1 .7 1.2
200 2.9 5.9 5.2 4.6 1.6 2.7
25 0 7.0 12.0 11.4 10.9 3.5 5.9
300
-
15.0 27.0 25.0 31.5 7.5 13.0
35 0 35.0 60.0 57.0 138.0 18.0 29.0
400 85.0 150.0 141.0 1803.0 42.0 72.0
... ..
I
N
"
BFig. 1 "Prandtl" Mechanism
--
V3 =Vo exp (® tan ¢ )
I
N
(Xl
Fig. 2 "Hill" Mechanism
I
N
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I
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